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1st House Gemini 
The 1st House is representative of how one expresses self-identity. Here we find the energy through 

which one tends to filter all of their experiences. 

Here one will get to know themselves, their basic needs, and their desire to be seen on an individual 

level. This is where one has a “me” experience. This house is symbolic of initiation and impulsivity. 

Planets placed in the 1st House in the natal chart tend to be very heavily emphasized. These planets will 

be expressed more easily in personal expression and circumstances. This is symbolic of where we first 

breathe life into ourselves and where existence first begins. This part of the astrological chart is ego 

driven in the search for self-identity. Here one gets to perform and act out the person they are or want 

to be. 

Pluto 

Pluto in Gemini is symbolic of transforming information exchanges and the way in which one processes 

logic, data, and emotion. The Pluto in Gemini generations were called to ask questions. There are always 

deeper and deeper layers to human existence and to every surface experience. This placement creates 

an impulse in individuals to look beneath the surface. Pluto is associated with excavation and with Pluto 

in Gemini this creates an investigative energy. 

Pluto in Gemini people want to know why something is what it is. During the turn of the century from 

the 1800s to 1900s we saw many new forms of art, a revitalization in occult studies, and the birth of 

many new movements and advancements for society. At the same time there was a sense of anxiety 

surrounding these changes as if there was no complete understanding of the transformation as it was 

taking place. 

For individuals who have Pluto in Gemini they have helped launch a new sense of logic and a unique way 

of looking at the world. The people born during this time were on the brink of change. The shadow side 

of this energy is conflict and misunderstanding regarding people’s true nature. Asking questions to get 

to the deeper meaning is essential for people with this placement. 

  



2nd House Cancer 

The 2nd House in astrology is an area of life where we develop relationships with our resources and 

belongings. In this area of the chart, one is called to evaluate attachments to the material world. In 

addition, the 2nd House is the place where one learns the value of self-worth, pleasure, satisfaction, and 

delight. 

This can relate on a spiritual, physical, or emotional level. How one defines themselves based on what 

their belongings are, their beliefs, the money they have, the relationships they are in, or anything else 

they can use as a physical definer of who they are can be experienced through the 2nd House. 

Neptune 

Neptune in Cancer creates a longing to be saved or rescued by someone seen as more emotionally 

secure and stable. This placement creates a very inspirational artistic vision closely in tune with the 

current vibration of a society of its time. There is a tendency to have a victim mentality which may lead 

individuals born during this transit to partner with people or enter into relationships in which one can be 

rescued. 

The relationship with home, family, or one’s roots is central to this placement. Having pride in country 

or culture allows one to develop a profound force that operates in this generation. The emotional 

nature of these individuals can be that of confusion at times. Those with Neptune in Cancer are 

searching for validation of their emotional realities. They are longing for an external force to tell them 

that they are okay just the way they are. There are deep connections to the past and history with this 

placement. 

  



8th House Capricorn 

The meaning of the 8th House has evolved significantly over time. Traditionally this was associated with 

taxes, legacies, and shared resources. It is believed that due to its associations with legacies and 

inheritances this has contributed to the modern 8th House associations with death. Beyond the literal 

definition of death, it can also represent transformation, cycles of life, and major life 

endings/beginnings. 

The perspective of the 8th House is broad and psychologically based in most modern astrological 

interpretations. It symbolizes how one relates to others on a deeply emotional level. 

Trying to relate all of these themes together is what gives the 8th House an intense mystery. When you 

are working in the 8th House one is often working through some kind of emotional trauma. 

Uranus 

The Uranus in Capricorn generation brings with it a rebellion to established systems of government and 

authority. The typically reserved and conservative nature of Capricorn is rattled by Uranus. The Uranus 

in Capricorn desires radical changes in power structures. Ironically, they may find themselves in 

positions of authority while wanting to change the worlds’ perception and need for hierarchy. 

One will tend to have a very linear mind and are often good at mathematics, computer programming, 

and physics. Individuals with this placement typically have the gift of foresight and can often sense 

events or disasters before they happen. This can be a very restless placement for those who are 

generally serious and steady while the planet Uranus is moveable and electric. This can show up as one 

seeming nervous or fidgety. 

This generation has a very inventive mind and enjoys practical applications of their ideas. Seeing ideas 

take shape in the physical realm is very satisfying to individuals with this placement. They are often in 

tune with alchemy, metaphysics, and the occult. 

  



9th House Capricorn 

The 9th House in astrology is a symbol of higher education, long trips, dreams, and consciousness. 

Commonly associated with travel in all of its forms both actual travels overseas and one’s internal 

spiritual journey. The 9th House is related to abstract areas of life such as dream time, dream 

symbolism, and sleep. When one sleeps their mind experiences things that waking minds may never get 

the opportunity to experience. 

Mercury 

Mercury in Capricorn provides one with a very pragmatic and realistic approach to communication. This 

placement indicates one who is good at writing, has a dry sense of humor, and can be quite funny. 

The thought process is thorough and one tends to think things through for days, weeks, and even years 

before coming to a solid conclusion. One will have great problem-solving skills as their mental pathways 

search for the most efficient outcomes. 

One will not tend towards warm or nurturing types of conversation and relationship building. They 

otherwise have a blunt honesty about the way they present information which can be appreciated or 

not by those around them. Mercury in Capricorn will continue to be themselves regardless of the 

present company. This placement would imply someone who makes for a great manager as they do not 

shy away from difficult conversations. 

Mercury in Capricorn can bring out a childlike nature which is playful at times to remove the seriousness 

with which they normally operate. One will enjoy surprising people with humor when they get the 

chance! There is often a very creative element hiding beneath the surface. 

  



9th House Aquarius 

Venus 

Venus in Aquarius likes to express themselves through creative, new age, and visionary means. They are 

often seemingly existing in a future dimension compared to the people around them. 

Here one will be attracted to androgyny, gender fluidity, philanthropy, social equality, and astrology. 

They are typically very interested in conspiracy theories, ancient mysteries, and extra terrestrials while 

liking to share everything they have with the people in their life and they take a very egalitarian 

approach to living. This placement tends to enhance one’s skills in computer programming and the 

understanding of technology. 

Considering their open nature and gift of knowing future trends one will dislike it when people seem 

behind the times. A strict adherence of tradition or social norms that seem completely archaic will 

immediately stir up rebellion within. 

When in love the Venus in Aquarius searches for an equal partnership. They often do not realize that 

they are even in a relationship until someone else points it out! There is typically a friendly 

flirtatiousness about them where they tend to be very loyal once in a committed relationship all the 

while they are looking to evolve sexually with the partner they have chosen. 

  



10th House Aquarius 

The 10th House symbolizes one’s life in the public’s eye and their career path. This area of the chart is 

indicative of the authorities in one’s life; parents, bosses, and leaders. It shows one how their 

relationship with their parents has played out and how easily one will accept or reject authority in life. 

The 10th House is where we meet or defy expectations for our career, family, and achievements 

Sun 

One’s identity will be expressed via the Aquarian themes of knowledge, inventiveness, and neutrality. 

The symbol of Aquarius as the water bearer represents the gifts of knowledge and inspiration given to 

humanity.  

This future oriented sign represents humanity’s long and unfolding journey towards truth and 

enlightenment. As a humanitarian at heart, you take an intellectual approach to solving the world’s 

problems. 

Aquarius belongs to the air element implying that they process everything mentally before feeling it 

emotionally. These are our ideas people who have an inventive nature.  

Aquarius is ruled by Saturn and Uranus. Saturn represents discipline while Uranus represents rebellion. 

The Aquarius Sun loves to cause a stir by going against the norm! 

  



10th House Pisces 

Moon 

A Pisces Moon sign gives one a very sensitive nature with a very intuitive and artistic approach to all 

aspects of life. Here one will be drawn to making deep emotional connections and be able to give out 

validating relationship advice to others. 

Pisces is a water Moon sign which means one operates via feelings and emotions. A Pisces Moon is 

extremely romantic and loving while valuing creativity and spiritual expression. One may also be psychic. 

There can be a tendency towards moodiness as sensitivity is usually heightened. One may tend to take 

on the emotions of other people and places around themselves. 

The Pisces Moon sign is generally extra sensitive to food, medicines, and the environment. Care for your 

Moon sign by taking good care of yourself and the spaces you live in. Having animals around is an 

excellent way to encourage your Moon sign. Pay particularly close attention to the lighting you are 

surrounded by, the room temperature, artwork, and even music that is playing as these can all have an 

effect on the Pisces Moon sign’s psyche. 

  



11th House Pisces 

The 11th House represents group identity and group belonging. It is likewise associated with hopes, 

dreams, and wishes. The 11th House is the area of life that brings together passions and the things one 

has learned. As an aspect of identity this is where one may begin to feel like they belong to a group, 

nation, people, family, political group, collective, etc. 

One’s ambition is able to be realized when they have the cooperation of a group sharing in that vision. 

Here you get to play out and live your dreams in real life. 

Mars 

For the Mars in Pisces, one will be driven towards liminal spaces meaning the places between the 

worlds. They are a natural healer and often have had a trauma of their own contributing to owning 

unique gifts. Mars in Pisces is representative of the spiritual traveler who journeys to the other side and 

back to gain valuable skills during their journey used to heal the people around them. There is an almost 

transcendental nature about these individuals. 

One is not necessarily conflict driven yet may stir up controversy. As prophet/prophetess one’s 

messages can sometimes make many uncomfortable or polarize them. This can stir many to anger, 

jealousy, and even rage as they experience your energy as that of their own. One may have a tendency 

to get lost in spiritual fantasies and the places they visit so having a good grounding routine is necessary. 

These individual’s typically express their sexuality with an all-consuming energy. They are often very 

open sexually and often experiment with many different avenues of sexuality. The tendency here is to 

take on the needs and desires of those they are with. 

Saturn 

Saturn in Pisces individuals do not like to be rushed. They want to find their own work style in their own 

time. Finding a career through part time work, volunteering, or doing work that is related to one’s 

passions is very important. Here one is good at working in groups and enjoys combining ideas with 

others to create a finished product.  

The life lesson of one with Saturn in Pisces is the search for meaning. This can take one down many 

roads and experiences. One may try on different religions, careers, or personas in the name of this 

endeavor. People with this placement have a deep compassion for the human struggle and often they 

themselves also struggle to receive the compassion they need from others. Saturn in Pisces is there to 

assist in understanding this shortfall and help one overcome any feelings of oppression or emptiness. At 

times they may struggle with “imposter syndrome” or the idea that they feel they are not qualified to be 

doing what they are doing. Recognize that you are having an authentic experience and you are the 

authority of your own life. 

  



12th House Taurus 

The 12th House in astrology is the hardest part of the chart to get to know. In traditional astrology this 

placement is often associated with self-undoing or self-sabotage. Another spin given to the 12th House 

is one of a very spiritual contexts; reaching states of complete freedom from one’s ego and merging with 

all of the universe. Escapist activities such as drugs, drinking, watching television, and compulsions are 

often found here. 

This area of the chart talks about going on a journey to uncover your own secrets, subconscious, and 

psyche. It symbolizes pealing back the layers to reveal the truest sense of self underneath. Psychic gifts, 

spiritualism, and karma are also found here. 

Jupiter 

Jupiter in Taurus bestows one with a personality of creative and earthy flair. One’s vibe comes off with 

an energy of effortlessness and natural charm. This placement is nurturing and indulgent. There may be 

a tendency to keep your feelings to yourself. 

Likewise, Jupiter in Taurus will give the know-how on building wealth. One will naturally enjoy security 

with this placement and will therefore do what they can to create a stabilizing career or streams of 

income. Here are those that typically enjoy life’s luxuries and do what it takes to have the funds to do 

so. 

As one who is prone to being very indulgent with their bodies, food, and life in general these types love 

to enjoy life’s pleasures and desires without restraint. People with this planetary placement love to give 

and receive pleasure creating a deep sense of intimacy with their romantic partners. They absolutely 

love rich foods, luxuries, clothes, and the fine arts. 

  



Multiple Planet Opposition 

This opposition occurs on the Leo Aquarius axis via the Midheaven, Sun, and Venus in Aquarius and the 

Imum Coeli in Leo. 

Leo and Aquarius are both fixed signs which means they don’t change readily. Once their eye is on the 

prize, they pretty much will stick to it. This pair forms the axis of ego. Along this axis it may be called 

“love given (Leo) and love received (Aquarius).” The Leo cares so much about what others think 

(vulnerable ego) that they are constantly aware of how they’re coming across to others. Some who are 

ignored too much can become the worst drama kings/queens. More than any other sign they cannot do 

humble very well. This is considered a royal sign. But a king or queen is not one of the masses and Leo 

usually will not feel ordinary. 

Aquarius generally doesn’t have a problem with insecurity. Just as Leo wants to appear special the 

Aquarius likewise deep down already feels unique. Aquarians don’t need a lot of applause and will work 

hard to assure that we all are free to express our talents and abilities. Aquarius is part of the masses, but 

feels that each one is special. That is why Aquarius has the courage to be outrageously different. Leo is 

searching for individuation and is personal about it, but Aquarius knows they are an individual and 

wants everyone to realize they are “special” too. 

On another level Leo is love and romance between individuals which produces children and is 

representative of the 5th House. Aquarius is friendships, organizations, communes, or group activity of 

any kind. It’s “love” but on a broader and more inclusive scale. Leo is Eros and Aquarius is Agape. 

  



T-Square 

Your T-Square exists between Fixed and Mutable signs. Involved in this configuration we find your 

Ascendant in Gemini and Descendant in Sagittarius, Saturn and Moon in Pisces, and Jupiter in Taurus. 

Fixed signs have a propensity towards the traits of arrogance, resoluteness, and becoming 

uncompromising. They are so ambitious that they continue working until they reach their goals. Because 

fixed signs are resistant to change the fixed T-square often gets stuck in certain situations. Those with 

this aspect pattern stick like glue to whatever gives them security. If energy is used efficiently then they 

could apply it to create something constant and reliable in their life. 

Those with mutable signs always feel the need to disperse their energy. They are influenced by diverse 

concepts and constantly evolving. Mutable signs enjoy collecting knowledge and passing this onto 

others. The mutable T-square can be active as it is all about balancing multiple skills. 

  



Mystic Rectangle 

The Mystic Rectangle pattern develops when two sets of oppositions are sextile to each other. This 

aspect pattern must have the following connections: two oppositions, two sextiles, and two trines. The 

Mystic Rectangle will always contain the same polarity of elemental energies; masculine (Air and Fire) or 

feminine (Earth and Water). 

The power within the Mystic Rectangle takes practice in order to gain the most benefit from it. The 

masculine reception of the aspect pattern is expressed through an extroverted nature. The feminine 

reception is expressed through an introverted nature. The problem arises through the two oppositions 

which can cause one to bounce out of control between four opposing influences. The sextiles and trines 

must be used to unify and support the polarities. Another danger with this pattern is to become too self-

contained and over-powered by the influences. Once you have learned how to harness the energies of 

the configuration the decisions and choices you make in life become much easier to initiate and 

participate in. 

Your Mystic Rectangle involves the Fixed and Mutable signs via Ascendant in Gemini and Descendant in 

Sagittarius, Midheaven in Aquarius and Imum Coeli in Leo, and Venus and Sun in Aquarius. 

Leo is ruled by the Sun and thus the fixed nature of this sign is associated with personal expression, ego, 

and basic identity. This combination of strong persona and fiery nature desires to shine and be 

acknowledged. Leo is one of the fixed signs in astrology, but it is also a fire sign. This means that 

although fixed and set in their ways Leos go after what sets their heart on fire. 

Aquarius represents a steady Air sign and is ruled by Uranus and Saturn. The fixed nature of this sign is 

mostly expressed via ideas. This is a masculine sign, and therefore Aquarians tend to be innovators who 

blend the traditions of the past with the future while also seeing ways to bridge gaps where no one else 

does.  

Childlike and vivacious in nature Geminis ruled by Mercury will know how to light up the room. As an air 

sign they are outward oriented, take a lighthearted approach, and like sharing information with others. 

This is a masculine sign which means that it likes taking initiative when it comes to learning, socializing, 

and dealing with change. However, because it is mutable Geminis may appear inconsistent and flighty 

simply because they adapt to any environment easily. 

Sagittarius is a sign that is both changeable and wise. This fire sign likes to be on the go and likes 

learning from new experiences.  Their focus will shift as their thirst for knowledge demands. Because 

this is both masculine and a fire sign Sagittarius folks will be the first to react to change and go exploring 

to broaden their horizons. Sagittarius is one of the mutable signs in astrology and ruled by Jupiter also 

known as the sign of greater knowledge so it will push boundaries in order to explore. 

  



Yod 

You have two Yod aspect patterns involving Mercury in Capricorn, Pluto in Gemini, True Lunar and North 

Node in Leo, and Mars in Pisces. 

Not every action we take in life is simple and coincidental in nature; some of them are divine and 

karmic. Also referred to as the “finger of Fate” this is an important and extremely mysterious aspect of 

astrology. The word “yod” is the tenth Hebrew letter. It is significant and is said to be the power of spirit 

and the essence of life which governs and guides matters of the material world. 

This word means ‘hand’ in Hebrew. A Yod occurs in an astrology chart when two planets are in a sextile. 

They both then form quincunxes with the third planet across the chart. The resultant shape is an 

isosceles triangle which looks like a witches’ hat. The quincunxes create an unavoidable situation. It is as 

if the planets are trapped. All of this causes a person to feel clumsy, inadequate, and conflicted. These 

situations are where you feel unease and is one of the unwarranted gifts of a Yod. 

Pluto can make one feel depressed and hopeless, but ultimately is seeking transformation. The True 

Lunar and Noth Nodes will be mostly motivated by relationship dynamics with your mother as a 

nurturing force or becoming a mother yourself be that for your own children or the children of the 

world. Seen through the lens of energy the energies via the Moon will be feminine and when the Yod 

activates this time may be asking you to develop more feminine aspects of your personality such as 

being open to giving and receiving love and affection, developing strong boundaries that need to be 

respected, and putting your feelings first. Mars will bring action and energy to the Mercurial 

communication zone and with the True Lunar and North Node this will involve your emotions and 

feelings. 

The North Node in Leo asks you to be enthusiastic, fun loving, creative, dynamic, imaginative, 

expressive, and show your leadership qualities. The North Node in Leo is also a generous lover. Be 

careful not to give too much of yourself while finding it difficult to accept any appreciation in return. 

When the Yod is activated a feeling of complete despair, being lost, or stuck is possible. This is valid for a 

natal Yod or a transit Yod. Lots of things can be extremely deceiving during this period. You will be 

growing a lot during this time and integrating lots of lessons without even realizing it. The more you try 

to fight it and try to achieve something despite having clear signs from the Universe the harder it is. The 

only thing required from you at that moment is to stay still and watch for the clues the Universe sends 

you. 
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